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I. Tick the correct answer:-  (1x10 =10) 

1. Which planet has recently been reclassified as a dwarf planet? 

a. Ceres              b. Pluto               c. Eris 

2. Which of the following is the largest  planet ?   

a. Saturn            b. Uranus             c. Jupiter 

3. Which of the following is a natural satellite ? 

a. Sun          b. Moon               c. Sputnik  I 

4. The imaginary lines that run vertically from north to south are  

a. Longitudes            b. latitudes              c. parallels. 

5. How many degrees of longitudes would you  find in one time zone? 

a. 25        b. 15          c. 30 

6. The rise and fall of water in oceans and seas is known as  

a. Orbit          b. tide         c. storm 

7. The amount of time taken by the Earth to revolve around the sun is  

a. 24 hours        b. a year        c. a month  

8. The first baskets were made of  

a. Hay        b. grass       c. clay        d. stone  

9. Which of the following Neolithic tools helped to loosen soil? 

a. Sickle      b. hoe       c. plough       d. axe 

10. All religions teach us to live in  

a. Peace       b. violence      c. hatred. 

II. Answer the following in short :-   ( 2x5=10 ) 

1. Name any four physical features of India that have brought about diversity . 

2. What do you understand by the term galaxy ? 

3. Why is the Globe important to us ? 

4. What do you mean by the revolution of the earth ? 

5. Where are inscriptions found ? 

III. Answer the following in brief:-   ( 5x4=20 ) 

1. Discuss the importance of coins as a source of knowing our past. 

2. How did farming begin ? What was its impact on the life of the Neolithic people? 

3. What could have been the reasons behind people from faraway lands settling in India? 

4. What is the difference between a star and a planet? 


